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Overview
• Introduction
• Simulation framework
• Station master list
• Global weather data
• Example simulation
• Summary & outlook
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Precise orbits are key for many SSA applications: catalogue build-up and 
maintenance, conjunction analyses, re-entry events, laser orbit modification 
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Laser ranging with nano-second pulses yields sub-metre precision
on slant range between station and (cooperating) space object 
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TerraSAR-X
Uhlandshöhe Research Observatory
Stuttgart, Germany
Precise orbit determination based on laser-ranging data reduces the overall 
orbit uncertainty, thereby improving orbit propagation
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ASW/SP Vorhersage für 
TOPEX/Poseidon
(D. Kaya, AFSPC, 2011)
However, as an optical method, laser ranging requires ˮclear skiesˮ and 
passes where the space objects is in sunlight and the station in umbra 
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Study: Laser Ranging Network Analysis (LARANEWA)
Core use cases for a (laser-based) 
space surveillance system:
• Maintenance of a space object catalogue
• Support for on-demand measurements    
(conjunctions, re-entry events, etc.)
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Main questions:
• How many stations are needed?
• What is their optimal geographic distribution?
• What is the impact of prevalent weather conditions?
• What performance loss is incurred by having limited networks 
(e. g. regions, countries, organizations)
Simulation framework
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Geographic coordinates of 425 sites/locations have been compiled from ILRS
network, astronomical observatories, and known space surveillance facilities
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Selection options:
• Continents
• European Union
• ILRS stations
• NATO countries
• Germany
• Random N stations 
(via Fibonacci grid)
Laser-ranging observations are mostly affected by clouds, wind, and aerosols 
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Requirements on weather data sources:
• Global coverage
• Spatial consistency (independent on lat/lon) 
• High temporal resolution
• Long-term baseline for averaging
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 
Forecasts (ECMWF)
• Data re-analysis coupled with prediction models
• 0.75° x 0.75° lat/lon grid
• 28 km average distance to candidate sites
• For most products, 3 hour temporal resolution
Wind
Annual variations of local weather conditions: 
Southern Germany vs Northern Norway
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Example simulation: 
A small regional network consisting of 3 laser-ranging stations
Andøya (ASC)
Stuttgart (DWD)
Teneriffa (TNRF)
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Orbit
800 km SSO, RAAN 90°
Simulation period
1–8 October 2017
Observation constraints
Minimum object elevation 30°
Maximum solar elevation -6°
Synthetic measurements: 
Range (1 m RMS uncertainty)
Angle data not considered
Initial orbit uncertainty: 
500 m, 2000 m, 1000 m (RIC) 
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Example simulation: 
A small regional network consisting of 3 laser-ranging stations
49 passes for optimal weather/operational conditions:
Smoothed in-track position uncertainty <10 metres
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Taking into account actual cloud conditions
Cloud fraction
2017-10-01
ASC OK
DWD —
TNRF OK
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Taking into account actual cloud conditions
Cloud fraction
2017-10-02
ASC —
DWD OK
TNRF —
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Taking into account actual cloud conditions
Cloud fraction 
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ASC —
DWD —
TNRF OK
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Taking into account actual cloud conditions
Cloud fraction
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Taking into account actual cloud conditions
Cloud fraction
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ASC —
DWD —
TNRF —
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Taking into account actual cloud conditions
Cloud fraction
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Taking into account actual cloud conditions
Cloud fraction
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Cloud cover reduces the number of observable passes to 15:
Smoothed in-track position uncertainty increases up ~30 metres
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Orbit propagation without any new laser-ranging measurements
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Tracking System Requirements:
1-σ RIC position error 40x200x100 m 
for at least 48 hours
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Summary and outlook
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http://www.bridgesatinc.com
• We have developed a simulation framework to model the                                                           
performance of networks of laser-ranging stations for SSA
• We are injecting “realism” into the simulations by considering                                                                   
the impact of prevalent weather and using known stations
• Laser-derived orbits offer a significant reduction in orbit uncertainty
Future work:
• Simulation of global networks of various size and geographical distribution
• Determination of the optimal network geometry
• Derivation of the minimum number of stations needed to maintain a predefined covariance size 
• Derivation of the minimum number of station needed to support on-demand measurements
• Analysis of network throughput
• Benefit of adding blind and/or daylight tracking
• Fusion radar, electro-optical and laser-ranging data
Mahalo for your attention!
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This work was performed in the context of the study Laser Ranging Network Analysis (LARANEWA) 
commissioned by the Office for Defence Planning of the German Armed Forces (Bundeswehr). 
